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The concept of compressed sensing was recently proposed to significantly reduce the electron dose

in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) while still maintaining the main features in

the image. Here, an experimental setup based on an electromagnetic beam blanker placed in the

condenser plane of a STEM is proposed. The beam blanker deflects the beam with a random

pattern, while the scanning coils are moving the beam in the usual scan pattern. Experimental

images at both the medium scale and high resolution are acquired and reconstructed based on a

discrete cosine algorithm. The obtained results confirm that compressed sensing is highly attractive

to limit beam damage in experimental STEM even though some remaining artifacts need to be

resolved. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4943086]

One of the most challenging topics in modern transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM) is to perform experiments on

soft materials as they suffer from irradiation damage that can

range from structural modification to the complete destruction

of the sample. Such sample modifications are even more prob-

lematic when 3D and/or analytical characterizations are

involved. In order to overcome this issue, a wide range of dif-

ferent approaches are being tested in the TEM community,

such as the reduction in the kinetic energy of the fast elec-

trons,1–3 improving the detection efficiency of cameras,4–7

time resolved approaches,8–10 and many more. Relatively

recently, the concept of compressed sensing was proposed to

significantly reduce the electron dose while maintaining all

the important features in Scanning TEM (STEM) image.11–14

Compressed sensing is based on the assumption that images

are not a random succession of pixel values and present some

structure. The condition for a proper image reconstruction is

that the original image has a sparse representation in a specific

basis, which can be chosen prior to image reconstruction.15–17

Therefore, the image can be approximated from a small subset

of pixels randomly taken from the completely sampled image.

Depending on the sparsity, such reconstructed image can be

very close to the fully sampled image while considerably

reducing the required dose. The process is somewhat compa-

rable to image compression algorithms, e.g., in the jpeg for-

mat, that try to represent images with reduced storage space

by exploiting the structure present in a typical image.

Over the last few years, some studies have proposed to

apply compressed sensing to transmission electron micros-

copy images using different types of reconstruction algo-

rithms based on the Bayesian dictionary learning technique,12

wavelet frame based,13 or total variation inpainting.14 All of

this work was done on virtually masked images starting from

a fully sampled experimental or stored image and applying a

digital mask to it, taking out a number of randomly selected

pixels. This indeed has shown a great potential for

compressed sensing in STEM but should be seen as an ideal-

ized simulation, assuming that experimental random pixel

measurements would be possible. Implementing compressed

sensing in practice is complicated by the fact that typical scan

engines in STEM microscopes are not designed to be driven

in a non-regular pattern as would be required. An alternative

is to make use of a beam blanker that can switch the electron

beam on and off while keeping the conventional regular scan-

ning pattern. In this paper, we present the experimental real-

ization of such a beam blanker based on electromagnetic

deflection and demonstrate that we obtain experimental com-

pressed sensing in a STEM in both medium and high resolu-

tion (HR). By blanking the beam using a pseudorandom

generator,18 it was possible to acquire images with a limited

number of pixels and reconstruct them using the discrete co-

sine transform.23,24 This demonstrates that compressed sens-

ing is an experimentally viable technique in STEM, opening

up the predicted advantages of the technique for experimental

research.

The aim in compressed sensing acquisition is to illumi-

nate only parts of the sample. Scanning imaging modes are

especially well suited for this operation as images are

acquired in a pixel by pixel way. Generally, one of the two

following strategies can be implemented to achieve com-

pressed sensing in such mode: (i) blanking the beam in

between two illuminated pixels or (ii) driving the scanning

coils in a specific way to jump from one pixel to a non-

adjacent next pixel. Anderson et al.19 achieved successful

acquisitions with the second strategy in an SEM. Doing this

in a STEM is more complicated due to the higher beam loca-

tion precision and stronger magnetic field that is required to

deflect faster electrons. The blanking method, although

offering less gain in terms of acquisition time, has the dis-

tinct advantage of a simpler hardware setup and will allow

us to test compressed sensing in STEM.

In a (S)TEM, the pre-specimen beam blanker is located

at the gun level but suffers from a relatively slow response

time, making it unattractive for the current purpose of blank-

ing the beam during scanning. Our main challenge was then
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to realize a sufficiently fast beam blanker compatible with a

typical microsecond range dwell times in STEM. At first, we

redesigned the complete condenser (C2) aperture holder with

four electrical feedthrough contacts. A picture of the custom

built holder is displayed in Figure 1 showing the four aper-

ture slots together with four electrical contacts. Two of these

contacts power the solenoid, the two others being left for

future uses. We deflect the electron beam making use of a

simple solenoid wrapped around the first condenser aperture.

The solenoid produces a quasi-homogeneous magnetic field

at the plane of the aperture, which deflects the electrons due

to the Lorentz force. At the given winding density, it turns

out that a current of 250 mA is capable of deflecting a

300 keV focused probe about 350 nm away from the sample

area. A selected area (SA) aperture was introduced into the

path of the beam to prevent high angle diffraction signal

from reaching the detector when the beam blanker was

deflecting the beam. The solenoid has a series resistance of

Rs¼ 0.75 X, a self-inductance of Ls¼ 5 lH, and an estimated

capacitance of Cs¼ 12 pF.20,21 These parameters set the

maximum switching speed, which can be estimated as

s ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðLsCsÞ

p
’ 8 ns, much shorter than typical STEM dwell

times.

An Arduino22 microcontroller unit linked to a switched

current source was used to drive the deflector coil synchron-

ized with the STEM scan engine. The microcontroller was

then programmed to activate or not the fast beam blanker

based on a (pseudo) random18 generator. A pixel will be illu-

minated if the random generator with uniform probability dis-

tribution between 1 and 100 draws a number higher than X,

with X the percentage of blanked pixels over the whole scan.

Figure 2 displays a schematic of our experimental setup.

In order to correctly reconstruct the acquired sparsely

sampled image, the reconstruction algorithm needs to have

access to the acquisition mask, namely, knowing when the

beam was blanked or unblanked. As the storage space on the

microcontroller was limited, we used a workaround to obtain

the random mask by acquiring a zero loss (ZL) EELS map

together with the High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF)

STEM image. In order to obtain a ZL peak of sufficient in-

tensity, the single pixel exposure time was set to 0.5 ms.

Even though this value is unreasonably high compared to

typical dwell times used in STEM, it nevertheless allows us

to prove the setup works and to verify the efficiency of beam

blanking. In a later stage, the described workaround will dis-

appear and the dwell time will be only limited by the maxi-

mum speed at which the beam blanker can be driven, which

should comfortably be in the microsecond to nanosecond

range. In order to reconstruct the images from the sub-

sampled projections, an in-painting step is required to fill the

missing pixels in the images, which corresponds to solving

the following equations:

x̂ ¼ argminx kUx� bk2
‘2 with kWxk‘1 < k; (1)

where x̂ corresponds to the estimated reconstruction of

image x, b equals the measured pixels, and U is a subsam-

pling operator that selects the imaged pixels. The operator W
represents the sparsifying transform that can be chosen prior

to the reconstruction, k klp is the ‘-norm of order p, and k is

a parameter that can be adjusted according to the sparsity of

the image after the sparsifying transform. In this work, a dis-

crete cosine transform is selected, which is well suited for

images showing a local periodicity such as high resolution

STEM projections. The reconstruction is implemented in

Matlab using the spgl1 algorithm.23,24 More elaborate trans-

forms can easily be implemented but we focused here on the

experimental realization of the fast beam blanker.

The effect of compressed sensing on STEM image acqui-

sition and reconstruction was investigated using two samples

with rather different properties. First, medium resolution

STEM imaging was investigated on a standard gold cross gra-

ting sample (Pelco #607). This sample has the advantage of

presenting a very high density of gold nanoparticles with quite

complex agglomerated shapes. Second, HRSTEM was inves-

tigated on a complex perovskite oxide sample consisting of an

orthorhombic [110] NbGaO3 substrate covered with 6 atomic

layers of SrTiO3 and a 10 nm of LaSrMnO3.25 In the [1–10]

observation direction, the lattice parameter is well above the
FIG. 1. C2 electric contact aperture holder mounted with a solenoid.

Extreme left and right contacts power the solenoid.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the compressed sensing acquisition setup. The STEM

engine drives the STEM coils and synchronized the GIF CCD and the ran-

dom generator. Depending on the random number generator, the beam is ei-

ther blanked (dashed trajectory) or not, leading to the absence or presence of

signal on the HAADF detector and zero loss peak in the EELS map.

093103-2 B�ech�e et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 108, 093103 (2016)
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theoretical resolution limit of our instrument, thus ensuring

optimal conditions for the image reconstruction. Both samples

also have the advantage of being relatively beam hard, allow-

ing for the extra acquisition time needed for the ZL spectrum

mapping workaround. One could argue that both samples are

rather far from the beam sensitive samples one would expect

when discussing compressed sensing; however, they allow us

to study the feasibility of this imaging technique without

beam damage issues complicating the interpretation of the

results.

Both samples were imaged with three different acquisi-

tion schemes: no blanking, 50% and 80% of beam blanking.

The total dose is then effectively reduced by a factor of 2

and 5. The total frame size was set to 256� 256 pixels with

a dwell time of 0.5 ms in standard HRSTEM illumination

conditions, with an acceleration voltage of 300 kV, a conver-

gence angle of 20 mrad with a beam current of 50 pA using a

20 lm C2 aperture. The simultaneous ZL EELS map was

acquired with a collection angle of 35 mrad using a disper-

sion of 0.25 eV/pixel and a 5 mm GIF entrance aperture.

The experimental images on the cross grating sample

are grouped in Figure 3 together with their reconstructions

based on the discrete cosine algorithm. For the 50% blanked

case, the main features of the image are retrieved in the

reconstructed image, even though the resolution decreased

somewhat. The 80% blanked image reveals a lack of details

and only the larger image features are reconstructed while

the finer structural details are lost. Note that in terms of re-

dundancy, the cross grating is a very challenging case for

compressed sensing for the same reasons that this is an

excellent sample to align an electron microscope as it pro-

vides irregular features without favoring certain directions

over others. For the HRSTEM sample displayed in Figure 4,

both 50% and 80% blanking cases are still revealing

FIG. 3. Experimental acquisition of STEM images at medium scale: (a) original image, (b) images acquired at random positions with either 50% or 80% of

beam blanking, (c) reconstructed images, and (d) reconstructed images from a masked original image.

FIG. 4. Experimental acquisition of STEM images at atomic scale: (a) original unblanked, (b) images with either 50% or 80% of pixels blanked, (c) recon-

structed images, and (d) reconstructed images from a masked original image.
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acceptable high resolution information. The contrast of the

lightest atoms tends to significantly decrease in the 80%

blanking case but all atoms remain visible. Several artifacts

are present in the images mainly due to the very long experi-

mental acquisition time. The original image shows a clear

drift, distorting the original lattice geometry. The presence

of the stripes in the middle of the 50% blanking case are due

to some sample instability during the acquisition and do not

reflect any issues with the reconstruction algorithm.

In order to discriminate the beam blanker imperfections

from reconstruction issues, we compared the reconstructed

images with the reconstructions obtained from a virtually

blanked image obtained by applying a digital mask on the

unblanked experimental HAADF image as was typically

done in papers discussing compressed sensing so far.13,14,19

The results are shown in Figures 3(d) and 4(d).

In the case of the cross grating sample, simulated and

experimental images look very similar, with the small image

features being completely lost in the most sparsely sampled

case. One could either incriminate the reconstruction algo-

rithm, which may fail to sufficiently exploit the sparsity in

the observed object. It could also be that the discrete cosine

transform of the object itself is not sparse enough to be accu-

rately represented by the chosen random sampling over the

small image size acquired here. For the HRSTEM case, the

difference between the virtually blanked images and the ex-

perimental ones is quite significant, pointing towards beam

blanker artifacts. For the virtually blanked images, in both

the 50% and 80% blanked cases, the reconstructions are

approaching the fully sampled image quite closely with the

only noticeable difference being a slight contrast reduction

at sparser sampling. However, the experimentally blanked

image reconstructions suffer from many more artifacts,

going from a strong loss of contrast to losing the light atoms

all together. These artifacts can have many origins, including

remaining synchronization and timing issues, sample drift

caused by increased exposure times, local sample charging

issues affecting probe positioning, and possibly others. As

sample drift and temporal instabilities of the instrument are

related to the total acquisition time, they will disappear when

the setup is changed to exploit the full beam blanker speed

as the workaround with the ZL spectral acquisition is

removed. Some of the mentioned artifacts could be over-

come by using an electrostatic blanked even though this

implementation will likely have its own artifacts.26

In this paper, we demonstrate the implementation of

compressed sensing in a STEM making use of a fast electro-

magnetic beam blanker. Using a small solenoid placed in the

condenser system of the microscope, the beam can be inde-

pendently deflected for every pixel during a STEM image ac-

quisition. The reconstruction of the images from the

experimentally obtained sparsely sampled images shows that

compressed sensing works significantly better for high reso-

lution images, as compared to more irregular images as dem-

onstrated with a cross grating sample. This is entirely

expected as the discrete cosine transform of the high resolu-

tion images is significantly sparser in comparison to the one

of the cross grating sample. At the atomic scale, artifacts

induced by sample drift significantly alter the result, but can

be overcome in the future when lower dwell times are used.

The speed of the present setup remains insufficient for realis-

tic use on beam sensitive samples but this limitation is

imposed by technological factors which will be overcome in

the near future. By overcoming these remaining technologi-

cal challenges, a reduction of dose of at least 5 times can be

expected depending on the type and sampling of the object.

The implemented solution could potentially allow low dose

imaging in STEM, improving the amount of information for

life science applications which were not accessible before. In

that sense, compressed sensing STEM could offer a cost

effective alternative to, for example, direct electron detection

cameras. Application in 3D tomographic acquisitions seem

also particularly attractive as redundancy between different

projections could be exploited. This would be especially im-

portant in the case of analytical 3D experiments.
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